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We propose a simple theoretical construction of certain short-range entangled phases of interacting fermions,
by putting the bound states of three fermions (which we refer to as clustons) into topological bands. We give
examples in two and three dimensions, and show that they are distinct from any free fermion state. We further
argue that these states can be viewed as combinations of certain free fermion topological states and bosonic
symmetry-protected topological (SPT) states. This provides a conceptually simple understanding of various SPT
phases, and the possibility of realizing them in cold atom systems. New parton constructions of these SPT phases
in purely bosonic systems are proposed. We also discuss a related anomaly in two dimensional Dirac theories,
which is the gravitational analog of the parity anomaly.
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Topological insulators (TIs) are gapped phases of matter
hosting nontrivial boundary states protected by symmetries.
Most of our current knowledge of topological insulators comes
from free fermion models [1], which have been fully classified
[2] in all dimensions and with different global symmetries.
Recently, an interesting generalization of the free fermion
topological insulators to interacting systems—known as
symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases—has been pur-
sued theoretically (see Ref. [3] for simple review articles).
These are states with a gap and no fractionalization in the bulk,
but nevertheless having interesting surface states protected by
global symmetries. In contrast to more exotic phases such as
the fractional quantum Hall states, SPT phases are short-range
entangled and do not possess intrinsic topological order [4].
In systems of free fermions, the notion of SPT states simply
reduces to that of topological band insulators.
It was realized [5] that SPT states can also exist in systems
of interacting bosons. A classic example is the Haldane spin-1
chain, which is not fractionalized in the bulk and hosts
degenerate end states protected by symmetries. The boson
SPT states can also be realized in interacting fermion systems,
since one can always bind two fermions to form a boson, such
as the electron spin 12c
†σc or the Cooper pair c↑c↓—a process
which clearly requires fermionic interactions. One can then
imagine putting the bound bosons into a boson SPT state.
It should be noted that this approach does not always give
new states. Some of the boson SPT states become equivalent
to certain free fermion states [6] once physical fermions are
introduced into the system. The corresponding free fermion
states could be trivial [7–9] or topological [9,10]. A simple
example is that with only time-reversal symmetry, the Haldane
chain becomes equivalent to four copies of the Kitaev chain
[11] with spinless fermions.
There are, however, many other boson SPT states that are
distinct from free fermion models. Abundant examples have
been found in both 2D [10] and 3D [8,12]. So far, these states
have been exclusively understood within the bosonic approach:
in all the models the nontriviality comes entirely from the
boson sector (spins, Cooper pairs, etc.), and the existence of
fermions does not seem to contribute anything.
In this work, we show that some of these nontrivial boson
SPT states can also be understood in an intrinsically fermionic
approach, even though they are distinct from any free fermion
state. Specifically, these states can be viewed as topological
insulators of certain fermions—not the free ones, but the bound
states of three fermions (or some other odd number) which
we refer to as clustons. This observation not only provides
new insights into the interacting SPT states, but also suggests
realizations in cold atom systems: three-body bound state
can be achieved in cold atom systems through Efimov effect
[13]; thus if one can control these Effimov states efficiently
and put them in a topological band (which is certainly quite
challenging), it will be possible to realize the novel states we
propose.
We study specifically two examples in this paper. The first
one is the boson integer quantum Hall state (BIQHE) in 2D
[14]; the second one is the boson topological insulator (BTI) in
3D [15–17]. In both examples the charged bosons are viewed
as Cooper pairs of electrons. One can also view the fermions
as slave particles (partons), and our result gives another way
to write down wave functions of these states in purely bosonic
systems.
I. 2D: CLUSTONS IN CHERN BAND
We consider a fermion system with charge U (1) symmetry.
Now imagine a situation in which fermions prefer to form
three-body bound states (clustons), which clearly requires
strong interaction. We then put the clustered fermions into
a Chern band with Chern number C = 1. (See Fig. 1.) This
state is not fractionalized, so one could naturally ask if it is
equivalent to a free fermion state. We answer this question by
looking at its transport properties.
The quantum Hall conductance is given by σxy = e˜2C = 9
in units of e2/h, where e˜ = 3 is the charge carried by the
clustered fermion. However, the thermal Hall conductance
κxy in units of π
2
3
k2B
h
T , also known as the chiral central
charge, is given by κxy = C = 1, since the thermal transport
is independent with the amount of charge carried by the
fermions. Therefore, this state is distinct from all the integer
quantum Hall states made of free fermions, which always have
σxy = κxy since heat carriers are also charge carriers in free
fermion systems. For interacting systems made of electrons
(fermions with charge e), it is known [10] that as long as
the bulk excitation spectrum does not contain fractionalized
anyons (i.e., the excitations only include fermions with odd-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Construction of the cluston Chern insula-
tor: putting the three-fermion clustons into a Chern band.
integer charge and bosons with even-integer charge), the
difference between the Hall conductance and the thermal Hall
conductance is always an integer multiple of eight in proper
units:
3
π2
h
k2BT
κxy − h
e2
σxy = 8n. (1)
For completeness we reproduce the derivation of this result in
Appendix A. Our cluston Chern insulator is thus a minimal
state with unequal charge and thermal Hall conductance.
To make the structure clearer, we combine the above state
with a free fermion IQHE with Chern number ¯C = −1. The
total system now has σxy = 8 but κxy = 0. We now consider
another state with the same transport properties: imagine the
fermions form Cooper pairs (charge e∗ = 2 bosons), and the
Cooper pairs form a boson IQHE state. It was shown in Refs.
[10,14,18] that such a state would be nonchiral (κxy = 0),
but with quantum Hall conductance σxy = 2(e∗)2 = 8. The
transport properties of the Cooper pair BIQHE state therefore
matches perfectly with the state we constructed above. In
Appendix B we use the edge theory to show explicitly that
the two states are indeed equivalent, even though they appear
to be very different in the way they are constructed. More
explicitly, the Cooper pair BIQHE state can be described by
the simple fermionic Hamiltonian:
H [f,F ] = HC=1[F ] + HC=−1[f ] +
∑
ijkl
λF
†
i fjfkfl + H.c.,
(2)
where f denotes the charge-1 fermion, F denotes the charge-
3 clustered fermion, i,j,k,l represent indices such as spins
and sublattices, HC is a quadratic Hamiltonian that puts the
fermions into a band with Chern number C, and the last term
reveals F as the bound state of three fundamental fermions.
One can also consider a different state, where F is in a
band with C = 1, while f is in a band with ¯C = −9. The total
Hall conductance is then σxy = C(e∗)2 + ¯Ce2 = 32 − 9 = 0,
but the thermal Hall conductance is κxy = C + ¯C = −8. The
transport signature is identical to that of the E8 state [10],
which is the minimal chiral state of charge-neutral bosons.
In systems of charge-neutral fermions, the E8 state can be
understood as 16 copies of p + ip superconductors [19]. Our
work provides another way to understand the state in terms of
charged fermions.
II. 3D: CLUSTONS IN TOPOLOGICAL BAND
We now consider a three dimensional fermion system
with U (1) charge conservation and time-reversal symmetry
T with T 2 = −1 on the physical fermions. Again imagine a
situation in which fermions prefer to form three-body bound
states (clustons). We then put the charge-3 clustons into a
Fu-Kane-Mele topological band [20]. The state is obviously
interacting and not fractionalized, so one can again ask what
phase the state belongs to. It is easy to see that the state
should be nontrivial, for example, through the magnetoelectric
response [21] described by a θ term with
θ = π (e∗)2 = 9π = π (mod2π ). (3)
A naive answer could then be that the state is equivalent
(connected) to the free fermion topological insulator. However,
we will show that this is not true.
We answer the question by looking at the surface. The
simplest symmetric surface state is a single Dirac cone of
fermions carrying charge e∗ = 3. However, for our purpose
it is easier to reveal the nontriviality (and fully determine the
topological state) from symmetry-breaking surface states. If
we break the U (1) charge conservation on the surface (e.g.,
by depositing a superconductor on top), the Dirac cone can
be gapped out. If we keep the U (1) symmetry but break
time reversal T instead, we can also gap out the Dirac cone,
but the surface will have nontrivial transport signatures. It is
well known that the Dirac mass gap leads to “half” quantum
Hall and thermal Hall conductance. In our case we have
σxy = 12 (e∗)2 = 92 , and κxy = 12 since the carrier charge does
not affect thermal transport. We therefore have σxy − κxy = 4,
which is half of what is allowed in strictly two dimensions
without fractionalization [for example, the state considered in
Eq. (2) has σxy − κxy = ±8].
The σxy − κxy mismatch is zero on the surface of the
free fermion topological insulator, since heat carriers are also
charge carriers in free fermion systems. When interactions are
introduced, the mismatch can shift by integer multiples of 8,
by depositing either the BIQHE state of Cooper pairs, or the
E8 state of spins, i.e., σxy − κxy = 8n if the state is equivalent
to the free fermion TI. Therefore, the state we described above
cannot be equivalent to the free fermion TI. (See Fig. 2.)
Nonfractional insulators (SPT states) with U (1) and T
symmetries in three dimensions are classified [8] byZ32. There
are six nontrivial SPT states distinct from the free fermion TI.
Three out the six states have σxy = 12 (mod1) when T is broken
on the surface. Among the three states, only one of them can be
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Construction of the cluston TI: putting
the three-fermion clustons into a topological band. (b) Transport
signature on a T -breaking surface. σxy − κxy = 4(mod8) signifies
a nontrivial SPT.
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completely gapped out by breaking U (1) charge conservation
(while keeping T ). This state also has σxy − κxy = 4(mod8)
when T is broken on the surface. Thus the clustered TI state
described above is precisely this state. Reference [8] provided
two equivalent ways to understand the state: one can think
of it either as the combination of the free fermion TI and a
spin SPT (dubbed topological paramagnet ef T mf T in Refs.
[8,16]), or as the combination of the free fermion TI and the
bosonic topological insulator (BTI) [15–17] of Cooper pairs.
Our clustered TI provides another way to view the state, and
it differs from the free fermion TI by a bosonic SPT state of
either the spin or the Cooper pair.
Our result also provides a simple way to (at least theoreti-
cally) construct the BTI state with fermions, in the same spirit
as Eq. (2):
H [f,F ] = HFKM[F ] + HFKM[f ] +
∑
ijkl
λF
†
i fjfkfl + H.c.,
(4)
where f denotes the charge-1 fermion, F denotes the charge-3
clustered fermion, i,j,k,l represent indices such as spins and
sublattices, HFKM is a quadratic Hamiltonian that puts the
fermion into the Fu-Kane-Mele band, and the last term reveals
F as the bound state of three fundamental fermions.
Previously, the simplest symmetry-preserving surface state
of the topological paramagnet ef T mf T was given by a
gapped topologically ordered Z2 gauge theory {1,e,m,},
with both the electriclike particle e and magneticlike particle
m being fermions and Kramers’ (T 2 = −1). Likewise, the
simplest symmetry-preserving surface state of the boson TI
(BTI) was given by another gapped topologically ordered
Z2 gauge theory {1,e,m,}, with both the e and m particles
carrying half-charge (in our case the Cooper pair boson
carries charge-2, so e and m carry charge-1). The two states
are distinct as purely bosonic states, but in the presence
of electrons (charge-1 fermions), the two states become
equivalent since the two surface gauge theories can be
transformed to each other by attaching an electron to the e and
m particles. Equation (4) leads to another simple symmetric
surface state without topological order (but is gapless instead),
namely two Dirac cones carrying charge e = 1 and e∗ = 3,
respectively:
L = ¯ψσμ(−i∂μ + Aμ)ψ + ¯
σμ(−i∂μ + 3Aμ)
, (5)
where Aμ is the external probe gauge field. This also implies
that the Dirac theory in Eq. (5), even though free from the
famous parity anomaly [22], suffers from another anomaly
first proposed by Vishwanath and Senthil [15] in the context
of topological quantum field theories. The Vishwanath-Senthil
anomaly can be viewed as a gravitational analog of the parity
anomaly: if the theory in Eq. (5) is coupled to gravity, then
a gravitational Chern-Simons term at level c = 4(mod8) must
be introduced to regularize the theory [23]; thus time-reversal
symmetry must be broken. In terms of the bulk theory, this
corresponds to a gravitational θ term [24] at θ = 8π . Detecting
surface anomaly by gravitational coupling was also discussed
in Ref. [25].
One can also show the equivalence between the fermionic
state in Eq. (4) and the Cooper pair BTI directly from the
symmetric surface states. The idea is to show that the surface
Dirac theory in Eq. (5) can be gapped by introducing the
corresponding Z2 topological order. However, the argument,
which we briefly outline in Appendix C, is considerably more
technical. The fact that the equivalence was easily established
using the result in Ref. [8] is another illustration of the
usefulness of the Z32 classification.
One can also imagine similar states with five-fermion
clustons, or any other odd number for e∗. By repeating the
previous argument, it is easy to show that the cluston TI
differs from the free fermion TI by the Cooper pair BTI
if e∗ = ±3(mod8), and equivalent to the free fermion TI if
e∗ = ±1(mod8).
III. BOSONIC STATES: PARTON CONSTRUCTIONS
So far we have discussed various states in fermionic systems
(i.e., systems with fermions in the microscopic Hilbert spaces).
In this somewhat more technical section we consider purely
bosonic systems (without fermions in the microscopic Hilbert
space) by gauging the fermions. This leads us to some new
parton constructions of various bosonic states.
2D. For the E8 state, we start from nine copies of free
fermion Chern insulator and one copy of charge-3 cluston
Chern insulator with the opposite chirality. We then gauge the
U (1) symmetry. Since the state has no net Hall conductance,
the dynamics of the compact U (1) gauge theory does not
contain a Chern-Simons term. It is well known that in 2 + 1
dimensions a compact U (1) gauge theory without a Chern-
Simons term is always confined. Therefore, we automatically
obtain a confined (unfractionalized) bosonic state with κxy =
8, which has a chiral edge state with chiral central charge
c+ − c− = 8.
For the BIQHE state, we start from Eq. (2) and then gauge
the fermion parity [f → (−1)f ], which is a Z2 symmetry
(constructions using higher gauge symmetries were proposed
earlier in Ref. [26]). A simple way to realize this in a parton
construction is to start with two flavors of charge-2 bosons
B1,2 and decompose them as
B1 = f1f2, B2 = f †3 F, (6)
wheref1,2,3 are charge-1 fermions andF is a charge-3 fermion.
It is possible to arrange a mean field ansatz for the fermions
such that the gauge symmetry reduces to a simple Z2 which is
the fermion parity, and F form a band with Chern number C =
1 while f1,2,3 together form a band with Chern number C∗ =
−1. Since the state is nonchiral, theZ2 gauge flux (also dubbed
as “vison”) carries bosonic statistics. The total quantum Hall
conductance is σxy = 8, so the vison carries integer charge
and can always be neutralized by binding a certain number of
f fermions (which does not change the vision statistics due
to the mutual statistics). The system can thus go through a
confinement transition by condensing the gauge flux, and the
resulting state is a confined bosonic state (with bosons carrying
charge e∗ = 2), with σxy = 8 = 2(e∗)2 and κxy = 0.
3D. We start from Eq. (4). If we gauge the U (1) symmetry,
the U (1) gauge theory does not contain nontrivial θ angle
[θ = 9π − π = 0(mod2π )]; therefore, the gauge theory can
be confined while preserving T . The resulting system has only
charge-neutral bosons (spins), and we obtain the topological
paramagnet dubbed ef T mf T in Refs. [8,16].
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Instead of gauging the U (1) symmetry, we can also choose
to gauge the fermion parity [f → (−1)f ], which is a Z2
symmetry [for example, using the parton decomposition in
Eq. (6)]. The Z2 gauge theory can again be confined, and we
get a system of charge-2 bosons. The resulting state is then
the BTI of these charge-2 bosons. Constructions with higher
gauge symmetries were proposed earlier in Ref. [27].
There are, however, two subtle issues on this construction.
The first issue is whether the Z2 flux loops coupled to
the fermions in Eq. (4) can indeed proliferate and produce
a confined gapped bulk. This is nontrivial because naively
the loop hosts gapless fermion modes [28]. We show in
Appendix D that the flux core can indeed be gapped; hence
the flux loops can proliferate and confine the fermions. Since
the gapless mode in a Z2 flux core in a 3D TI is identical
to the edge mode of the 2D TI [29], our result also shows
that putting charge-3 clustons into a 2D TI (quantum spin
Hall state) does not produce any new state, instead it gives the
conventional 2D TI. Interestingly, this is related to the absence
of Cooper-pair boson SPT state in 2D fermion systems.
The second issue is the nature of the confined (bosonic)
state. The boson system after confinement has U (1) T sym-
metry. In such systems the ef T mf T topological paramagnet
and the bosonic topological insulator (BTI) are two distinct
states, unlike in fermion systems where the two become
equivalent. We therefore have to determine which boson SPT
state one get by confining the fermion state. The construction
of symmetric gapped surface state (with topological order)
outlined in Appendix C shows that the Kramers’ fermions in
the ef T mf T topological order couples to the Z2 gauge field,
hence they must be confined with the parton fermion and form
charge-1 non-Kramers bosons. The deconfined surface state
is thus the eCmC topological order, with both e and m being
charge-1 non-Kramers bosons, which is exactly the surface
state of the boson TI.
However, the above result leaves one question unsolved:
since the two states ef T mf T (topological paramagnet) and
eCmC (BTI) are equivalent in fermion systems, why would
confinement prefer one state over the other? To answer
this question, we need to examine the dynamics of the
Z2 gauge field coupled to the fermions more carefully. We
show in Appendix E that there are two distinct confinement
transitions one can drive the system through: a conventional
one resulting from a trivial dynamics of the gauge field (which
was implicitly assumed above), and a “twisted” one, which
requires nontrivial dynamics on the gauge field. In our case,
the conventional confinement results in the BTI state, while
the twisted confinement results in the ef T mf T topological
paramagnet. Therefore, the BTI state seems to be the more
natural confined phase, since it only requires a trivial dynamics
on the Z2 gauge field.
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APPENDIX A: HALL CONDUCTANCE OF FERMION
SPT STATES
Consider a 2D system of charged fermions, and assume
that there is no fractionalized anyon excitations in the bulk.
It is then well known that such a state must have integer Hall
conductance in units of e2/h: this can be shown easily by
examining the statistics of a 2π magnetic flux. We can then
combine the system with some integer quantum Hall state to
produce a new state with zero Hall conductance. Since integer
quantum Hall states of fermions have equal charge and thermal
Hall conductance, the combined state will have a new thermal
Hall conductance
κ˜xy = κxy −
(
π2k2BT
3e2
)
σxy, (A1)
where κxy and σxy are the thermal and charge Hall conductance
of the original state before combining with any integer
quantum Hall state. Therefore, in order to prove Eq. (1), it is
sufficient to prove that the thermal Hall conductance must be
an integer multiple of eight if the system is nonfractionalized
and has zero charge Hall conductance.
We now consider the edge state of this system, which in
general is a multicomponent Luttinger liquid
L = 1
4π
(KIJ ∂xφI ∂tφJ + · · · ) + 12π μντI ∂μφIAν (A2)
described by a symmetric integer K matrix with an integer
charge vector τ . A local object will carry odd charge iff it is
a fermion; therefore, the parity of the nth diagonal element
of K must agree with the parity of the nth entry of τ . For
nonfractionalized bulk, we have |det(K)| = 1.
To make our discussion self-contained, we summarize some
key facts known about the edge theory: the operator eilI φI
defined by the integer vector l carries spin S = 12 lT K−1l, and
charge Q = τT K−1l. It could condense on the edge only if
S = 0. When it condenses, another mode (defined by another
integer vector l′) can stay gapless on the edge only if the
operator eil′I φI commutes with eilI φI , which means lT K−1l′ =
0.
The fact that the state has zero charge Hall conductance
means that
σxy = τT K−1τ = 0. (A3)
Therefore, the operator eiτI φI carries zero spin and charge. We
can then introduce a charge-conserving term
L = U cos(τIφI ), (A4)
which at sufficiently large U will gap out all the modes that do
not commute with it. The remaining gapless modes, denoted
as ˜φα = lα,I φI , must satisfy τT K−1l = 0 in order to commute
with the condensed operator. But this precisely means that the
remaining modes are charge neutral, since τT K−1l gives the
charge carried by the operator eilI φI .
Therefore, the remaining edge state can be described using
another ˜K matrix after proper field redefinition, with zero
charge vector τ˜ = 0 since all modes are charge neutral. Since
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a local object can be charge neutral only if it is bosonic, the ˜K
matrix must describe a bosonic topological state. In particular,
the diagonal elements of ˜K must be even integers. It is known
[10] that, for bosonic states, the minimal nonfractional chiral
phase (with a nonzero chiral central charge or thermal Hall
conductance) is the so-called E8 state, which has κ = 8. The
corresponding ˜K matrix of such a state is the Cartan matrix for
the exceptional Lie group E8. This proves our assertion under
Eq. (A1), hence also proves Eq. (1).
As a side note, the above derivation is valid for general
Abelian topological orders described by a K matrix with
|det|  1, with the only modification that the charge gap in Eq.
(A4) should be replaced by L = U cos(NτIφI ), where N is
some integer that makes the operator local. The conclusion is
unchanged: if σxy = 0 and there is no other symmetry than the
charge U (1), then the charge modes on the edge can be gapped,
and the remaining modes can be described by a charge-neutral
bosonic topological order.
APPENDIX B: 2D EQUIVALENCE FROM EDGE
THEORIES
We show here the equivalence between the fermion model
in Eq. (2) and the BIQHE state. It is sufficient to show that
the boundary between the two states can be fully gapped while
preserving charge conservation. The boundary Luttinger liquid
L = 1
4π
(KIJ ∂xφI ∂tφJ + · · · ) + 12π μντI ∂μφIAν (B1)
is described by the K matrix with the charge vector τ :
K =
(
K1 0
0 K2
)
=
⎛
⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
⎞
⎟⎠ , τ =
⎛
⎜⎝
1
3
2
2
⎞
⎟⎠ .
(B2)
Now consider two possible mass terms:
L = U1 cos 1 + U2 cos 2
= U1 cos(φ1 − φ2 + φ3) + U2 cos(φ1 + φ2 − 2φ4), (B3)
which obviously preserve the U (1) charge conservation. The
null vector criteria [30] iK−1j = 0 is easily satisfied.
Therefore, Eq. (B3) fully gaps out the edge theory while
preserving the U (1) symmetry when the couplings U1,2 are
large.
APPENDIX C: 3D EQUIVALENCE FROM SYMMETRIC
SURFACE STATES
We show here the equivalence between the fermion model
in Eq. (4) and the Cooper pair boson TI (BTI) state. One of
the defining features [15–17] of the BTI state is that when
the surface breaks U (1) but not T , it is gapped without
topological order, but the vortex of the surface superconductor
has fermion statistics. To access a fully symmetric surface
state, one can imagine driving a surface phase transition and
condensed double vortex (which is a boson). It is well known
that double-vortex condensates produce Z2 topological orders
[31,32], and in our case we get precisely the surface topological
orders studied in [15–17].
It is easy to see that when U (1) symmetry is broken on
the surface, the surface Dirac theory Eq. (5) (for general odd
e∗/e = n) can be fully gapped by introducing the pairing term:
L = iψσyψ + iξn
σy
 + H.c., (C1)
where we wrote the second pairing amplitude as proportional
to n to keep the pairing field  formally charge-2, and ξ is
a nonuniversal coupling constant. We then have to show that
the vortex in  field has fermion statistics for n = ±3(mod8)
and boson statistics for n = ±1(mod8).
Since there are even numbers of Dirac cones in total, the
vortex [33] does not trap any Majorana zero mode and is thus
Abelian. The Abelian part of the statistics is then given by the
topological spin eiθ , which receives nontrivial contribution
from both Dirac cones. It is important to notice here that while
the charge-1 fermion ψ sees the fundamental vortex as a π
flux, the charge-n fermion 
 sees it as a nπ flux. Therefore,
the topological spin of the fundamental vortex is given by
eiθ = eiθ1eiθn , where eiθn is the topological spin of a nπ flux
seen by a paired single Dirac cone. Fortunately this topological
spin eiθn has been computed already in Refs. [34,35], and is
given by
eiθn = 1 if n = ±1(mod8), (C2)
eiθn = −1 if n = ±3(mod8).
Therefore, when n = ±1(mod8) the total topological spin is
eiθ = 1 and the fundamental vortex is a boson, and when
n = ±3(mod8) the total topological spin is eiθ = −1 and the
fundamental vortex is a fermion. When the vortex is a boson,
it can be condensed and produce a trivial insulator on the
surface, and the corresponding bulk state is also trivial. But
if the vortex is a fermion, one can no longer condense it to
produce a trivial surface insulator. One can instead condense
double vortex to produce an insulator which has intrinsic
Z2 topological order. Such a topological order contains the
remnant of the uncondensed vortex  which is a non-Kramers
fermion, and the remnant of the Bogoliubov quasiparticle ef
which is a Kramers fermion. The two particles see each other
as π flux, and the bound state of the two (denoted as mf )
is another fermion which is also Kramers. Therefore, the Z2
gauge theory contains three distinct fermions, two of which are
Kramers. This is exactly the surface topological order of the
topological paramagnet ef T mf T . Binding a physical fermion
(charge-1, Kramers) to ef and mf converts them to charge-1
bosons. Thus the topological order can also be viewed as one
with two bosons and one fermions, with both bosons carrying
charge-1. This is exactly the surface topological order of the
Cooper pair BTI.
APPENDIX D: GAPPING OUT CLUSTON
HELICAL MODES
Here we show that two copies of helical modes in 1D, one
carrying charge-1 and the other one carrying charge-3, can be
fully gapped without breaking the U (1) T symmetry. Such
helical theory arises both in the Z2 flux core of the fermion
system described by Eq. (4), and on the edge of a 2D state,
which is a combination of the free fermion and the cluston
2D TI.
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The Luttinger liquid
L = 1
4π
(KIJ ∂xφI ∂tφJ + · · · ) + 12π μντI ∂μφIAν (D1)
is described by the 8 × 8 K matrix
K =
⎛
⎜⎝
K1 0 0 0
0 K2 0 0
0 0 K3 0
0 0 0 K4
⎞
⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎝
σz 0 0 0
0 σz 0 0
0 0 σz 0
0 0 0 σz
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
(D2)
charge vector τ
τ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (D3)
and time-reversal implementation
T :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6
φ7
φ8
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
→
⎛
⎜⎝
−σx 0 0 0
0 −σx 0 0
0 0 −σx 0
0 0 0 −σx
⎞
⎟⎠
×
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6
φ7
φ8
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ π
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (D4)
The helical modes K1 = σz come from the charge-3 cluston
TI, while K2,3,4 = σz come from the charge-1 TI. We choose
to work with three charge-1 helical modes instead of only one
to avoid subtleties from the one-band picture.
Now consider the following term:
L = U cos 1 + U cos 2 + U ′ cos 3 + U ′′ cos 4
= U cos(−φ1 + φ3 + φ6 + φ8)
+U cos(−φ2 + φ4 + φ5 + φ7)
+U ′ cos(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4)
+U ′′ cos(φ1 − φ2 + φ5 − φ6). (D5)
It is straightforward to check that Eq. (D5) preserves both U (1)
and T symmetry. The null vector criteria [30] iK−1j = 0
is easily satisfied, so Eq. (D5) fully gaps out the flux core.
To ensure that the theory does not break T spontaneously,
we should also check the primitivity condition proposed in
Ref. [36], by checking the mutual primitivity of all the 4 × 4
minors of {i}. This can be done straightforwardly, and indeed
the primitivity condition is satisfied.
APPENDIX E: CONVENTIONAL AND “TWISTED”
CONFINEMENT
The question can be simplified by considering the combined
state of the ef T mf T (topological paramagnet) and eCmC
(BTI), which has a surface Z2 topological order with both e
and m being electronlike (Kramers fermion carrying charge-1)
and is therefore dubbed ef CTmfCT . The equivalence of the
two states in fermion systems implies that their combined
state is equivalent to a trivial fermion insulator, as can be seen
directly from the surface topological order: one can condense
the composite of the e particle and the microscopic fermion
(or parton in gauged systems), which confines the surface
completely without breaking any symmetry.
Our question now becomes the following: can one get the
ef CTmfCT state in a boson system, by confining fermions
in a trivial insulator coupling to a Z2 gauge field? Naively the
confinement should simply lead to a trivial boson state since
the underlying fermion state is trivial. However, we will show
below that the nontrivial state can indeed be obtained if the
dynamics of the gauge field is sufficiently nontrivial (which,
crucially, does not require nontriviality of the underlying
fermions state). We will focus our discussion on the specific
example, though generalizations to other symmetries/systems
are straightforward.
In the presence of time-reversal symmetry T , the Z2 gauge
flux loops can proliferate in different ways, hence giving rise to
distinct confined phases. There is always a trivial confinement,
namely the flux loops proliferate with a positive-definite
amplitude for all configurations, written schematically as
〈WC〉 ∼ 1, (E1)
where WC is the loop creation operator for configuration C.
There is however another way of loop proliferation, namely
the amplitude acquires a minus sign whenever the loops self-
link (one needs to frame the loops into ribbons to make the
self-linking well-defined):
〈WC〉 ∼ (−1)LC , (E2)
where LC is the self-linking number of configuration C. It was
shown in Refs. [37] that the end points of such loops on the sur-
face become fermions. If the surface was trivial before confine-
ment, after the “twisted” confinement there will be aZ2 gauge
theory emerging on the surface. The excitations of the surface
Z2 gauge theory include the uncondensed flux which is now a
fermion, and the deconfinedZ2 gauge charge which only lives
on the surface. In our example, the gauge charge is electronlike
[fermion carrying U (1) charge and Kramers’ degeneracy], and
the gauge flux is a non-Kramers fermion carrying no charge
(call it ). The surface Z2 gauge theory therefore has both e
and m particles being electronlike. The confined state is thus
nothing but the ef CTmfCT boson SPT state.
Constructions of boson SPT phases with Z2 gauge theories
were also studied in Ref. [38], where trivial dynamics of the
gauge field was assumed and only free fermion states were
considered for the partons. Consequently some of the boson
SPT phases could not be accessed in Ref. [38].
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